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Special Green Adventure  
 
15,500 Baht. 

For adventure lovers, this is the best way to explore Koh Chang and be active 
during your holiday. The program includes hiking, elephant trekking, ziplining 
etc. The program comes with food and other supportive activities from The Spa. 

Experiencing fun and exciting activities around Koh Chang, this package offer 

you a chance to get a charming touch of this lovely island. With various outdoor 
activities, we ensure you a healthy and active holiday with us. 

 

DETAILS 

Rate: 15,500 Baht/person 

 

(Package only, No Accommodation included) 

 

Experiencing fun and exciting activities around Koh Chang, this package offer 
you a chance to get a charming touch of this lovely island. With various outdoor 
activities, we ensure you a healthy and active holiday with us. 

What’s included?  

 Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner with Healthy Food & Raw food (or your 
preference dish in our restaurant menu 900 baht coupon/day for 5 days) 

 Green Adventure with Tree Top Adventure Kohchang (fun funnnnn) 
 2 hours of Elephant treking and swimming with the elephant 

 Wooden boat riding in Salak Khok bay 
 One day hiking to the top of Salak Phet mountain (Khao Laem summit) 

 Morning Yoga & Meditation 3 times 
 3 Times of Herbal Steam Bath or Far Infrared Sauna 

 Salak Phet and Salak Khok community tour (fisherman village, coconut 
shell handicraft, Salak Phet viewpoint, Salak Phet temple etc) 

 Round trip transfer between Koh Chang ferry pier and The spa 
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Two hours of Elephant trekking will take you through an abundant tropical 

jungle, down to the fresh water canal. You will get a chance to swim with the 
elephant. 

 

In addition to the memorable experience, you will get to help these elephants 

out too ! The camp that we are going is supported by Asian Elephant 
Foundation, which brings the harrassed elephants from the mainland Thailand 

to live in a better environment on Koh Chang. 

 

 

 

 

 


